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Then, we expose our complex document images
segmentation contributions as well as the experimental
results obtained on a basis of 1000 complex multilingual and multi-script document images. We end up
our paper by drawing conclusions and suggesting
perspectives.

Abstract
In this paper, we propose an accurate and suitable
designed system for complex documents segmentation.
This system is based on steerable pyramid transform.
The features extracted from pyramid sub bands serve
to locate and classify regions into text and non text in
some noise infected, deformed, multilingual, multi
script document images. These documents contain
tabular structures, logos, stamps, handwritten text
blocks, photos etc. The encouraging and promising
results obtained on 1000 official complex documents
images data set are presented in this research paper.

2. Related works
In the last decade, several works have been proposed
for the segmentation of document images. The
segmentation process produces a hierarchical structure
that captures the physical layout and the logical
meaning of the input document image [2]. The top of
this structure presents an entire page and the bottom
includes all glyphs on the document.
The text blocks, lines, words and characters are
placed at different levels in the structure.
Techniques for page segmentation and layout analysis
are broadly divided in to three main categories: topdown, bottom-up and hybrid techniques [3].
Top-down techniques start by detecting the highest
level of structure (large scale features like images,
columns) and proceed by successive splitting until they
reach the bottom layer (small scale features like
individual characters). For this type of procedures, a
priori knowledge about the page layout is necessary. It
relies on methods such as Run-length smoothing [4]
Projection profile methods [5], white streams [6],
Fourier Transform [7], Template [8], Form Definition
Language [9], Rule-based systems [5] etc.
Bottom-up methods start with the smallest elements
(pixels), merging them recursively in connected
components or regions (characters and words), and
then in larger structures (columns). They are more
flexible but may suffer from accumulation of errors. It
makes use of methods like Connected Component
Analysis [10], Run-Length smoothing [4], [23],
Region-growing methods [10], Neighborhood-Line
density [12] and regions classification by neural
networks [13]. Most of these methods require high
computation.
Hybrid methods combine bottom-up with top-down
processing. Among these methods are Texture-based
[14], Gabor Filter [15].
Texture analysis has been an active research topic,
and numerous methods have been proposed in the open

1. Introduction
Facing the very important mass of information
exchanged between the different organizations, the
need of systems allowing the recognition, the
indexation, the information retrieval and the automatic
classification of complex multi-lingual and multi-script
document images has grown continuously. Most works
of retro-conversion of printed Arabic document images
are limited to the textual block recognition without
treating complex documents such as letters of
information, forms, all type of demands, etc.
In practice, these documents can be noised, skewed,
deformed, multi-lingual, multi-script figure(5), with
irregular textures and may contain several
heterogeneous blocks such as texts (printed and/or
handwritten), graphics, pictures, logos, photographs,
tabular structures. This situation makes it difficult to
analyze and recognize document images.
In this paper, we essentially focus our interest on the
segmentation of complex document images on text and
non text microstructures by proposing a new texture
descriptor based on Steerable Pyramid. Our motivation
in using Steerable Pyramids relies not only on the fact
that they have demonstrated discrimination properties
for texture characterization [1], but also that unlike
other image decomposition methods, the feature
coefficients are less modified under the presence of
image rotations, or even scales.
The remaining of our paper is organized as follows:
First we present the existing techniques for the
segmentation of document images.
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α1 = 0º , α 2 = 90º
The steering equation:

literature [16]. A large number of textuure features have
been proposed. In [17], these features are divided into
four major categories, namely, statisticcal, geometrical,
model-based and signal processing ffeatures. Modelbased methods have been employed in texture analysis
[18], including autoregressive model, G
Gausian Markov
random fields, Gibbs random fieldss, Wold model,
wavelet model, multichannel Gaboor model and
steerable pyramid.
Although several methods havee achieved high
content-based image retrieval rates [199, 20, 21], some
of them were evaluated under controllled scenarios. In
this context, the next challenge consists in achieving
rotation, and scale-invariant feature reppresentations for
non-controlled environments.

G1α ( x, y ) = cos(α )G10 º ( x, y ) + sin(α )G190 º ( x, y )
We can synthesize a filter at any orientation
o
by linear
0º

90 º

combination of filters G1 and G1 . Wecan
synthesize an image at any orrientation by linear
combination of the convolution off that image with the
0º

90 º

filters G1 and G1

:

0º
0º
90 º
90 º
For R1 = G1 ∗ I and R1 = G1 ∗ I

The resulting image is

R1α ( x, y ) = cos(α )G10 º ( x, y ) + sin(α )G190 º ( x, y )

3. Steerable pyramid (S.P)

Filter set

The Steerable Pyramid [22], is a linnear multi-scale,
multi-orientation image decompositionn, that provides a
useful front-end for image-processingg and computer
vision applications. The S.P can captuure the variation
of a texture in both intensity and orientaation.
The synoptic diagram for the deco mposition (both
analysis and synthesis) is shown in (Figgure.1). Initially,
the image is separated into low andd high pass sub
bands, using filters L0 and H0. The low
w pass sub band
is then divided into a set of orientedd band pass sub
bands and a lower pass sub band. Thiss lower pass sub
band is sub sampled by a factor of 2 in the X and Y
directions. The recursive (pyramid) coonstruction of a
pyramid is achieved by inserting a coppy of the shaded
portion of the diagram at the locatioon of the solid
circle.

0°

90°

synthesized 45°

Input image

Figure 2.Filters combin
nation [1]

Figure 3. Training data set feeatures scatter plot
1- Latin text bloc 2-No
on text bloc
We tested the S.P on 300 printed Latin text bloc and
300 non text objects. This particular steerable pyramid
contains 4 orientation sub bands, at
a 2 scales each. For
each image sub bands, we calculatted the variance, the
mean, the homogeneity and energy. The scatter plots,
(Figure 3), show clearly the eff
ffectiveness and the
distinguishing capability of the S.P.
S
Since complex
document images are basically constituted
c
by such
types of textures, we decided to use the S.P to segment
them.

Figure 1.First level of steerablee pyramid
decomposition [22]
The basic functions of the steerabble pyramid are
directional derivative operators that coome in different
sizes and orientations. The necessary conditions for a
filter basis to be steerable, is the abilityy to synthesize a
filter of any orientation from a linear combination of
filters at fixed orientations (Figure 22). The simplest
example of this is oriented first derivattive of Gaussian
filters, at 0o and 90o:
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4. S.P based complex docum
ment images
segmentation strategy
We consider text and non text aas regions with
distinguishing
different
textures.
Since
the
characteristics of text are frequenccy information,
orientation, approximately with the sam
me size and line
thickness, located at a regular distance from each other,
we can use them to characterize texxt regions with
steerable pyramid decomposition. (Figuure 4) shows the
synoptic diagram of proposed system.
Input document image
Preprocessing

Filterrs generation: High
passs, low pass, band
pass

a

b

S.P
P decomposition

Regions labeling and
mask generation

Mask application (on pyram
mid bands)

Features extraction (for eacch region)

c

d

e

f

Classification: Text / Noon text

Figure 4.Synoptic diagram of prooposed system
Preprocessing: This is a crucial stepp because of the
poor quality of treated document imaages. The basic
idea is the use of morphological operattors that remove
isolated small objects without removinng texts diacritic
points (Figure 5a. input image), (Figgure 5b. filtered
image).
Regions labeling, mask generation aand application:
Since text shows spatial cohesion (charracters appear in
clusters at a regular distance aligned too a virtual line).
By merging characters inside each clluster by image
dilatation with suitable horizontall and vertical
structuring elements we can create a doocument mask.
This mask will serve to extract correspponding regions
from steerable pyramid sub bands. Eacch region will be
classified as text or non text dependinng on its feature
values (Figure 5c. S.P decompositioon), (Figure 5d.
Mask application bounding boxes).

Figure 5.Segmentation processs a) Input image b)
Filtered image c) S.P decomp
position d) Mask
application bounding boxes e) Sa
amples of extracted
regions f) Final result with Red
d as text, Green as
non text and gray ass noise.
ures are defined as
Features extraction: These featu
statistics of steerable pyramid an
nd form the feature
vector as follows:
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93.44 %. This is reasonable at this stage and we can
afford adding some preprocessing and more improved
feature selection. The quality and the reliability of our
segmentation method are sensitive to some kinds of
acquired noises that form a certain texture which
confounds itself with the texture of a textual zone of
the document image.

• Mean of each sub band
• Variance of each sub band
• Homogeneity of each sub band
• Energy of each sub band
Classification: To classify the extracted regions into
text or non text classes, we test two classification
methods.
In the first method, we use a non-supervised kmeans classifier with two classes based on regions
detected in a single document, one for the text and the
other for the non-text. We consider the class that
includes more items as the text class. This is justified
by the fact that in a document, the number of textual
regions is greater than the number non-textual regions.
In the second method, we use a supervised K nearest
neighbor’s classifier (KNN) with different values of K.
In this framework, starting with 4664 text block
images and 1258 graphic blocks, we choose 600 text
block images and 600 graphic blocks as training data
set (Figure .5e samples of extracted regions), (Figure
.5f final result).

Table 1.Correct classification rates
Classifier
k-means
knn

P
92.33 %
86.79 %

CSR
93.44%
88.56%

Table 2.Correct segmentation rates by type of
document with k-means classifier
Documents
Dispatch
notes
Forms
magazines

Nb
350

R
93.80%

P
94.60%

CSR
94.16%

350
300

99.20%
91.50%

93.90%
88.50%

96.46%
89.70%

Table 3.Correct segmentation rates by type of
document with KNN classifier with K=5.

5 Results and discussion
To validate the proposed system, we create a data set
of 1000 complex document images (350 Dispatch
notes, 350 Forms and 300 magazines). The choice of
this kind of documents is justified by the fact that our
system is designed to work in real official
environment.
The S.P parameters tested are sp0filter, sp3filter,
sp5filter with respectively 2, 4, 6 orientations and 1, 2,
3 and 4 levels [22].
We used a k-means classifier with two classes and
KNN classifier with K=3, 5 and 7.
In order to evaluate our algorithm, we adopt a
quantitative method based on expert report according
to the following formulas:

.

R
94.83 %
89.26 %

Documents
Dispatch
notes
Forms
magazines

Nb
350

R
88.98%

P
88.92%

CSR
88.51%

350
300

93.24%
85.58%

88.26%
83.19%

91.04%
84.31%

Limits: One shortcoming of our algorithm is that it
fails to locate text blocks that are not well separated
from the background or linked to graphics. The
classification failed when some words or text blocks
have size and shape which look like graphics. This is
the case of titles, with large font size, which confound
themselves with graphics.
Comparison: In order to evaluate the performance of
our system, we compared it with Gabor filter bank
designed for image texture segmentation. In this
comparison, we used three datasets namely: dispatch
notes, forms and magazines. The classification results
for the two multi-resolution decompositions for the
three datasets are presented in Table 4.
From Table 4, we can see that the steerable pyramid
with sp3filters orientations achieves the highest
accuracy for the second dataset. The Gabor wavelet
follows it with Sx=4, Sy= 8, f=18, thêta=0, 45, 90,135
on the same data set. For dataset 1 and 3, the steerable
pyramids with sp3filters have the best classification
accuracy.

/
/
/

With: cdo: Number of correctly detected objects, eo:
Estimated number of objects, do: Number of detected
objects, R: Recall, P: Precision, CSR: Correct
Segmentation Rate.
We found that the best segmentation rates are obtained
by sp3filter with 4 orientations and 2 levels. The Table
1, Table 2 and Table 3 show that the segmentation rate
obtained by k-means classifier is better than the one
obtained by the KNN classifier. KNN classifier gives
best results with K=5. The segmentation rate is about
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Table 4.Steerable pyramid Vs Gabor filter bank

8.

Methods

dispatch
notes

forms

magazines

S.P sp1Filter ,
level 2
S.P sp3Filter ,
level 2
S.P sp5Filter ,
level 2
Gabor Sx=4, Sy=
8, f=6,
thêta=0,45,90,135

86.51%

84.51%

85.56%

94.16%

96.46%

89.70%

92.08%

92.08%

87.62%

83.60%

85.64%

82.70%

Gabor Sx=4, Sy=
8, f=18,
thêta=0,45,90,135

89.87%

90.87%

86.72%

Gabor Sx=4, Sy=
8, f=30,
thêta=0,45,90,135

86.30%

89.30%

84.88%

Conclusion and future work

The work developed in this paper aims at setting up
a system of segmentation of complex multilingual
multi script document images. Thus, we began with a
study from the existing systems of document images
segmentation. Within this framework, we showed a
few systems that treated complex multilingual multi
script document images. We presented the proposed
system which is based on steerable pyramid. Lastly, we
exposed the results obtained on a data set of 1000
documents. The rate of correct segmentation obtained
is about 93.44 %.
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